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Primary and Secondary Market Recap
By John Kozak, Managing Director and Head of Municipal Sales and Trading
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NEW MUNI ISSUES CONTINUES

Issuance continued to be light due to the Veteran’s Day
holiday that fell mid-week. Louisiana priced $425 million
in gas and fuel tax bonds. These bonds had mandatory
tenders in 2022 and 2023. In California, the City of Gardena
priced $100 million in taxable pension obligation bonds.
The short and long end of this deal was oversubscribed and
repriced tighter, while the 10-year area remained the same
as its indication of interest levels. All eyes will be on the $4
billion scheduled to price for the State of New Jersey
general obligation COVID-19 emergency bonds next week.
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CURRENT EVENTS
Due to the Veteran’s Day shortened work week combined with internal meetings, this week’s
edition of Cabrera’s Muni Market Commentary will focus on recent headlines. For a more in-depth
discussion of recent municipal bond market events, Cabrera’s banking and trading team is available
for conference calls and/or virtual meetings.
While still legally contested by the
Trump Administration, Joe Biden has
seemingly won the US Presidential
election. While this would appear to
be good news for municipal bond
credit, a Republican controlled
Senate is still a strong possibility that
would be a roadblock for the
stimulus plan proposed by the House
of Representatives. There are still
two seats up for grabs in Georgia.
Those two Senate seats will not be
decided until a runoff between the
various candidates is resolved.
Democrats must win both runoffs to gain a 50% share of the Senate. If achieved, Vice President Elect
Kamala Harris would give Senate Democrats a slight advantage with her tie-breaking vote. Georgia’s
runoff election will take place on January 5th, 2021.
Because President Trump has refused to concede (for the moment) and appears intent on extending
the process as long as possible, there is virtually no chance of a stimulus plan being enacted until
the new administration is in office. As of this writing, the Senate has proposed a $1.4 trillion stimulus
package to initiate discussion with Democrats, but it may be a non-starter. Democrats immediately
blasted the bill for its lack of relief funds dedicated toward the pandemic, as much of the bill is
focused on funding to keep the government running through September 2021.
STATE INCOME TAX RATE CHANGES
As we reported last week, Illinois (Baa3/BBB-) failed to pass an amendment that would have
allowed the State to enact a graduated income tax rate. Currently, the State has a flat rate of 4.95%
that applies to all taxpayers. There were two other states with ballot measures involving state
income tax rates:
Arizona (AA/Aa3): Voters passed Prop. 208 – incomes over $250k will be taxed at 8% versus the
current rate of just 4.5%
Colorado(AA/AA): Passed Prop. 15 – reduces its flat tax to 4.55% from its current 4.63% rate
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